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TERRORISM AS A WORLD THREAT OF 21ST CENTURY
The aim of this study was to investigate Terrorism, its types, how it is
conducted and how to counter it on different levels.
Terrorism is the use of intentional violence for political or religious purposes
[1,p 3]
Nature of terrorism:
•
Independence or separatist movements (Ukraine, Georgia)
•
Adoption of particular political philosophy (ISIS, Boko Haram);
•
Spread or dominance of a particular religion (Sunny and Shiites in
Syria, Boko Haram in Africa);
•
Responding to a violent acts against religion or particular country (in
most cases it is “Jihad”)
The main types of terrorism are:
•
Civil disorder(a form of collective violence interfering with the peace,);
•
Political terrorism( violent criminal behavior designed primarily to
generate fear in the community);
•
Non-Political terrorism(IEDs);
•
Official or state terrorism(ISIL);
•
Quasi-terrorism(the fleeing felon who takes hostages).[2,p 6]
Terrorism is carried out in order to achieve political or religious goals. It is
sponsored by:[3,p10]

Russia (proxy wars in Ukraine and Syria);

Iran (internal terrorism);

North Korea;

Sudan;

Syria;


Cuba;

Iraq;

Libya;

South Yemen.
The main reasons to sponsor international terrorism:[4, p 121]

A way to influence on another country without a war (during
peacetime);

It is much easier to create special groups or private armies that don’t
pay attention to International Humanitarian Law, Red Cross and so on (So-called
DPR and LPR, ‘Их там нет’ and so on);

It is almost impossible to find and to judge a foreign citizen for
sponsoring terrorism. (responsible soldiers that shut down the boing 737 didn’t even
come to court)
Aftermath: the war on terrorism

Afghanistan (op. “Enduring Freedom”);

Iraq and Syria (ops. “Iraqi Freedom”, “New Dawn”, “Inherent
Resolve”);

Pakistan;

Africa (op. “Horn of Africa”) and many others
The main aim of the research was to understand terrorism and its nature.
On the basis of this research the data from different material were received
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